Enduring Understanding:
The relationships between words help me understand what I read and improve my writing.
Essential Questions:

* What are synonyms, antonyms and homographs?
* How can word relationships such as synonyms, antonyms and homographs be used as context clues?
* How can I use word relationships to improve my writing?
Synonyms

Two or more words having the same or nearly the same meaning.

Antonyms

Two or more words that have opposite meanings.

Homographs

Two or more words that have the same spelling but different meanings. They may or may not have the same pronunciation.
**Homonym**
two or more words that have the same spelling or pronunciation but have different meanings.

**Homophone**
two or more words that have the same pronunciation but have different meanings. They may or may not be spelled the same.

**Homograph**
two or more words have the same spelling but different meanings. They may or may not have the same pronunciation.

Their They're There
Two Too To
Bare Bear
Right Write
Plane Plain
Our Are
You're Your
Sail Sale
Prays Praise Preys
Bee Be
Burro Burrow
Horse Hoarse
Ewe You
Fowl Foul
Toad Towed
Heir Air Err
Whale Wail
Mail Male
Pair Pare Pear
Bust Bused
Barry Bury Berry
Band Banned
Mary Merry Marry
Sea See
Ball Bowl
Moose Mousse
Creek Creak
Would Wood
Knew Gnu New
Sioux Sue
Greece Grease
Maid Made
Heard Herd
World Whirled
In Inn
Knight Night
Dear Deer

Wave May
Row Coast
Bear Toast
Evening Light
Chicken Trunk
Mean Lean
Dense Punch
Jerk Jam
Rate Bowl
Counter Roll
Fired Cross
Faint Reserved
Bug Trip
Skip Shake
Turkey Maroon
Kid Harp
Badger Strained
Cut Skirt
Watch Fault
Blunt Hound
Left Quiver
Tip Tire
Can Light
Flies Scale
Cool Engage
Match Park
Quail Rock
Sign Yard

Bass Read
Bow
Minute
Learned
Wind
Sewer
Desert
Wound
Entrance
Refuse
Address
Close
Present
Object
Invalid
Produce
Resume
Lead
Lives
Polish
Sow
Tear
Compress
Conduct
Console
Content
Converse
Convict
Default
Rebel
Suspect